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Monitrol Launches a New Website with Complete Products Catalog

Monitrol, specializing in providing producers’ livestock management solutions, ventilation, heating, biosecurity and more, launches today its brand-new website with a catalog of all its products, monitrol.com.

Monitrol.com then becomes a perfect reference for all farmers and distributors in the agricultural sector around the world. The site features more than 300 categorized products, ranging from intelligent regulators to power systems, weighing, ventilation and telecommunications systems.

Monitrol.com also offers testimonials from satisfied customers and the ability to request an online quote to which a local distributor responds quickly. The website thus facilitates the selection of suitable tools for the agronomist looking towards the future and a production with cutting-edge technology.

“This new website allows our customers to easily find the right fit for them, thanks to the description of our vast offer, and to discover a world of possibilities in order to improve their daily tasks and performance, while respecting animal welfare. », confides François Routhier, Owner and Director, research and development.

Monitrol is very proud to launch not only this tool, but also the farm tools of tomorrow. Visit us https://monitrol.com/en/

About Monitrol :
An expert in the development of technological and intelligent tools, Monitrol designs and manufactures control and data collection systems for animal and horticultural production. They offer technological resources that can support all departments of your company, such as production, communications and marketing. Monitrol is proud to offer its technological advances to producers in Africa, Asia, America, Europe and Oceania.
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